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What automobile production shifts may mean, May 14
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Amtrak Pacific Surfliner at San Clemente, Calif., Jul 72
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Amtrak’s Northeast Regional in Bristol, Pa., Apr 73
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Baja California Railroad in Tijuana, Mexico, May 72-73
Black Hills Central Railroad 2-6-6-2T near Keystone, S.D., Oct 73
BNSF C44-9W in Modesto, Calif., Apr 72-73
BNSF empty grain train at Merritt, Wash., Jan 70-71
BNSF intermodals meet in Seligman, Ariz., Jun 72-73
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Canadian National 2-8-2 No. 3254 at Scranton, Pa., Jul 72-73
Canadian National and Canadian Pacific trains in British Columbia, Aug 70-71
Canadian National freight near Allentown, Wis., Oct 75
Canadian National manifest train at Stewartstown, Ont., Oct 72-73
Canadian National train at Lapeer, Mich., Mar 74
Canadian National train near Sycamore, Ill., Jan 74
Canadian National’s Steamtown 2-8-2 in Gouldsboro, Pa., Dec 72
Canadian Pacific intermodal in Calgary, Alberta, Feb 74
Canadian Pacific train near Lake Louise, Alberta, Jan 72-73
Canadian Pacific train near Smithville, Ontario, Mar 70-71
Central of New Jersey train at High Bridge, N.J., Aug 72
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Rituals of roadworkers at Dunsmuir, Feb 72-73
Santa Fe boxcar pedestrian bridge in Williams, Ariz., Nov 74
Soo Line SD60s near Willsboro, N.Y., Jul 70-71
Southern Pacific coal train at Radium, Colo., Jul 74
Southern Pacific train near Montello, Nev., Sep 74
Southern Railway No. 4501 at Belmont, N.C., Jun 75
Swiss Federal Railways EMU trainset in Western Switzerland, Feb 74
Texas & Pacific train at Sweetwater, Texas, Jul 73
Transkentucky Transportation GE U28B at Maysville, Ky., May 74
Union Pacific freight at Marana, Ariz., Aug 74
Union Pacific signals at DeWitt, Iowa, Sep 73
Union Pacific stack train in Rochelle, Ill., Jun 70-71
Union Pacific train in Sparks Yard, Nev., Mar 73
Union Railroad SW1 No. 458 at Hall, Pa., Apr 75
United Railways of Yucatan 4-4-0 near Mérida, Mexico, Apr 74
U.S. Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare No. 4 in Washington, D.C., Apr 74
Wellsville & Bolivar train near Tioga, Pa., Aug 75
Wisconsin & Southern freight at Mazomanie, Oct 74
Wisconsin Northern GP15-1 in Chippewa Falls, Wis., Apr 70-71
Getzke Jr., Charles H., articles by:
My second biggest scare, In My Own Words, Mar 56-59
They don’t train them like they used to do, In My Own Words, Nov 58-59

General Electric:
Florida East Coast’s million-dollar baby, Mar 14
GE produces 1,000th locomotive, Locomotive, Oct 19
Getting all gussed up, Locomotive, Nov 18-19
Mississippi revealing, Nov 38-43
The ones that didn’t quite make it, Locomotive, Nov 18
Steerable trucks, Ask TRAINS, Dec 61
Step into the railroad showroom, Feb 38-47
The subtle details, Locomotive, Feb 18 (correct)
Tier 1 through 4 spotting features, Locomotive, Oct 18

Genesee & Wyoming:
Genesee & Wyoming’s Kyle Railroad locomotives in Goodland, Kan., Gallery, Mar 73
Once upon a time in southern Oregon, May 56-57
Rail renewal, Feb 28-35
Regional railroad loses independence, Nov 14

Georgetown Loop:
Cosmopolitan side of Colorado steam, Preservation, Nov 61
New steam in 2016, Preservation, Feb 60-73
NRHS dreams of Denver, Hot Spots, Mar 63

Georgia Central:
Winning with a stacked deck, Apr 46-49
Lustig, David, articles by:
- Making connections on the 'Century,' Aug 54-55
- Last chance for a ride, In My Own Words, Sep 56-58

Mahoning Valley:
- “Limited” passenger trains, Ask TRAINS, Apr 8-9

Marc:
- Eight bottlenecks railroads want to fix, Mar 6
- North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37 (correct)

Mason City magic, May 32-35

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority:
- North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37 (correct)
- While the city sleeps, Oct 32-37

Massachusetts Central Railroad:
- North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 32-33

MCC:
- Union Pacific steam fleet, Ask TRAINS, Mar 65
- Mecklenburgische Bäderbahn Molli Railway:
  - Steam, street running, and the Baltic, Dec 48-51

The merger that worked, Jun 40-47

Metro:
- CN’s Matteson connection, Hot Spots, Nov 62
- Commuter rail FrontRunner, Jul 22-27
- Eight bottlenecks railroads want to fix, Mar 6
- Metra adds F59s, to overhaul F40s, Locomotive, Feb 19
- Metra commuter train at Joliet Union Station, Gallery, Sep 73
- Metra commuter train in Joliet, Ill., Gallery, Mar 72
- Metra sees safety technology grant from FRA, Technology, Aug 19
- North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37 (correct)
- Regional service, national asset, Jul 28-35
- SEPTA transcending, Dec 24-29
- Wabtec to install PTC on Metra, Technology, Mar 19

Metro-North:
- Metro-North commuter train at Cold Spring, N.Y., Gallery, Sep 74
- New York MTA expands sleep apnea testing, Jul 13
- North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37 (correct)
- Regional railroad loses independence, Nov 14
- Reinvestment, Apr 50-57
- SEPTA transcending, Dec 24-29

Metrolink:
- Commuter rail FrontRunner, Jul 22-27
- EMD reenters passenger market, Locomotive, Apr 18
- Fun in Fullerton, Hot Spots, Sep 64
- Metrolink takes delivery of EMD’s new F125 diesels, Locomotive, Oct 19
- North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37 (correct)

Metzger, Bill, articles by:
- Canadian rail passenger service, Map of the Month, Aug 32-33
- North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37 (correct)
- NYC-Chicago passenger trains, Map of the Month, Apr 36-37
- Routes of the Freedom Trains, Map of the Month, Sep 44-45 (correct)
- The Seaboard Coast Line today, Feb 36-37
- Southern Ontario, 1951-2016, May 38-39
- St. Louis today, Oct 48-49 (correct)
The train rider’s guide to the Bay Area, Mar 38-39

Miller, Deb, interview with:
- Explaining the Surface Transportation Board, Jul 7

Milwaukee Road:
- Mason City magic, May 32-35
- The merger that worked, Jun 40-47
- New River Train marks 50 years, Hot Spots, Oct 65 (correct)
- Railroads and the national parks at 100, Aug 42-47
- South Dakota success, Sep 28-35
Trip with a capital T, Nov 54-57 (correc)
Winter on the upper Mississippi, Jan 38-47

Minnesota Commercial Railway:
Alco holdouts, Locomotive, Jun 16
Finding locomotive variety in 2016, Locomotive, May 18-19

Mission Mountain Railroad:
Fielding new business, Dec 38-47 (correc)

Mississippi revealing, Nov 38-43

Missouri Pacific:
Freedom Train: 40 years later, Sep 46-53 (correc)
Small town stations in flux, Passenger, Jul 20-21
Timber Rock's rocky road, Apr 30-35

The wide world of Watco, Apr 22-29 (correc)

Mohawk, Adirondack & Northern:
Trail vs. rail, Jul 40-47

Mohawk & Malone:
Trail vs. rail, Jul 40-47

Montana Rail Link:
Eight bottlenecks railroads want to fix, Mar 6
Fielding new business, Dec 38-47 (correc)
Railroads and national parks, From the Editor, Aug 4

Timber Rock's rocky road, Apr 30-35

Montreal, Maine & Atlantic:
Fielding new business, Dec 38-47 (correc)

Mount Rainier Scenic Railroad:
NRHS dreams of Denver, Hot Spots, Mar 63

The state of the railway preservation industry, May 24-31

Murray, Tom, article by:
Nothing 'boring' here, Jul 12-13

Music City Star:
North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37 (correc)

N

Narrow gauge history, ready to ride, May 40-47

Nashville & Eastern:
New Nashville sound: steam, Preservation, Jul 59

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway:
Line relocation, Ask Trains, Oct 62

New Nashville sound: steam, Preservation, Jul 59

Natchez & Hamburg Railroad:
Mississippi revealing, Nov 38-43

National Railway Equipment:
Step into the railroad showroom, Feb 38-47

New England Central:
Rail renewal, Feb 28-35
Regional railroad loses independence, Nov 14
Reinvention, Apr 50-57

New Haven Railroad:
Regional railroad loses independence, Nov 14
Reinvention, Apr 50-57

New York Central:
Bring back Alfred Perlman, Sep 14-15
‘Empire Service’ gains capacity, Passenger, Apr 20-21
Filming the ‘20th Century Limited,’ Aug 48-53
Freedom Train: 40 years later, Sep 46-53 (correc)
Local lessons, Oct 24-31

Making connections on the ‘Century,’ Aug 54-55

New home for a Nickel Plate jewel, Preservation, Nov 60
NYC-Chicago passenger trains, Map of the Month, Apr 36-37

Railroads and national parks, From the Editor, Aug 4
Reinvention, Apr 50-57

Southern Ontario, 1951-2016, Map of the Month, May 38-39

The split that works, Dec 32-37 (correc)
Trail vs. rail, Jul 40-47

Trip with a capital T, Nov 54-57 (correc)
What is (and what’s not) in a picture, In My Own Words, Aug 56-58

New York, New Haven & Hartford:
Local lessons, Oct 24-31

NYC-Chicago passenger trains, Map of the Month, Apr 36-37

Old Saybrook’s four railroads, Hot Spots, Oct 64

New York, Ontario & Western:
Trail vs. rail, Jul 40-47

Nickel Plate Road:
First impressions of an Alco PA, May 36-37

Indiana museum’s rough road, Oct 9

New home for a Nickel Plate jewel, Preservation, Nov 60

New River Train marks 50 years, Hot Spots, Oct 65 (correc)

Nickel Plate Road 2-8-4 pulls excursion at Jaita, Ohio, Gallery, Dec 75

NYC-Chicago passenger trains, Map of the Month, Apr 36-37

Slow train coming! Jun 30-37

The state of the railway preservation industry, May 24-31

Stormy visit to the Windy City, Preservation, Sep 59

Niebur, Ervin, article by:
Memories of a C&NW railroad, In My Own Words, Dec 58-60

Niles Canyon Railway:
The state of the railway preservation industry, May 24-31

NJ Transit:
Commuter rail FrontRunner, Jul 22-27

Eight bottlenecks railroads want to fix, Mar 6

NJ Transit train in Denville, N.J., Gallery, Sep 72

North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37 (correc)

Quest to uncover answers, Dec 10

Rewriting the playbook, Nov 46-53

Nordfolk & Western:
Avoiding a rail freight disaster, Jul 10-11

Coaling towers, Aug 34-41

Local lessons, Oct 24-31

Memories and daydreams, Dec 12

‘New’ steam in 2016, Preservation, Feb 60

Railroading for 60 years, Sep 22-25

Reinvention, Apr 50-57

Rekindling the love for a locomotive, In My Own Words, Feb 58-59

Return to the land of the sky, Jul 38-39

Transcon mergers, Nov 24-33

Nordfolk Southern:
2-mile trains trending, Jun 22-29

All about air horns, Locomotive, Jul 16

Amtrak begins the road to recovery, Nov 10-11

Annual rail events set 2017 dates, Hot Spots, Nov 63

Avoiding a rail freight disaster, Jul 10-11

Battle for freight begins, Apr 7

Big railroads hold steady on big jobs, Apr 10

A bitter, 3-mile rights fight in Michigan, Dec 14

Boxcars still matter, Apr 38-45

Can CP force a merger? Feb 6

Coal: A twisted future, Mar 40-47

Coal is slowly declining, but railroads aren’t, Oct 10-11

Coaling towers, Aug 34-41

Cooling economy douses hot hopes for intermodal growth, Nov 5

CP asks Surface Transportation Board for ruling, May 7

The curse of bigness, Feb 16-17

Distributed power in Ohio, Ask Trains, Jul 64

Down, but not out, Sep 7

Eight bottlenecks railroads want to fix, Mar 6

The fastest route through nowhere, Mar 22-29

From four to six, Locomotive, Dec 19

Freight on 4 percent, Dec 52-57 (correc)

Green is the new black, Mar 30-37

The importance of being detailed, Technology, Aug 18

Indiana’s twin railfan towns, Hot Spots, Apr 62

Inland ports are the next big thing, Apr 6-7

Inside the mind of Michael Ward, Jul 14-15

Is a ‘new generation’ ready to run Amtrak? May 10-11

Last chance for a ride, In My Own Words, Sep 56-58

Local lessons, Oct 24-31

Looking for Amtrak’s new boss, Mar 10

Lovable Lancaster, Hot Spots, Jun 62

Memories and daydreams, Dec 12

New’ steam in 2016, Preservation, Feb 60

Nixed for Norfolk, Jul 6

Norfolk Southern AC44C6Ms enter service, Locomotive, Apr 19

Norfolk Southern coal drag in Litwar, W.Va., Gallery, Apr 73

Norfolk Southern local CT10 in Canton, Ohio, Gallery, May 74

Norfolk Southern mixed freight at Spencer, N.C., Gallery, Dec 74

Norfolk Southern SD40-2 in Bellevue, Ohio, yard, Gallery, Jan 74

Norfolk Southern SD60 at Peoria, Ill., Gallery, Jul 73

Norfolk Southern train in Glade Spring, Va., Gallery, Feb 70-71

Norfolk Southern train in Henry, Va., Gallery, Nov 70-71

Norfolk Southern’s Pennsylvania heritage unit at Falls Mills, Va., Gallery, Jan 70-71

Norfolk Southern’s Southern Railway SD40-2 at Westminster, S.C., Gallery, Dec 72
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North Georgia hot spot, Hot Spots, Aug 62
The ones that didn't quite make it, Locomotive, Nov 18
Only at Olean, Jun 38-39
Preparing for more hotshot freight, Apr 6
Proxy fight could be a heavyweight battle, Mar 7
Railroading for 60 years, Sep 22-25
Railroads' interchange traffic potential limited, Feb 6
Reinvention, Apr 50-57
Rekindling the love for a locomotive, In My Own Words, Feb 58-59
Return to the land of the sky, Jul 38-39
Running slow to get ahead, Oct 6-7
Seven feats for railroads in 2016, Jan 12
Southern Ontario, 1951-2016, Map of the Month, May 38-39
Southern Railway heritage on display, Preservation, Aug 61
The split that works, Dec 32-37 (correct)
St. Louis today, Map of the Month, Oct 48-49 (correct)
Step into the railroad showroom, Feb 38-47
The subtle details, Locomotive, Feb 18 (correct)
There's a rule for that! Feb 7
The topic nobody wants to talk about, May 16-17
Transcon mergers, Nov 24-33
The wide world of Watco, Apr 22-29 (correct)
Will the last one please turn off the lights? Apr 16-17
With less coal, where to CSX? May 12-13
What is (and what's not) in a picture, In My Own Words, Aug 56-58
Why CP+NS doesn't add up, From the Editor, Feb 4
North Star:
North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37 (correct)
Northern Alberta Railways:
Canadian rail passenger service, Map of the Month, Aug 32-33
Northern Alberta Railways, Ask TRAINS, Nov 65
Northern Indiana Commuter Transportation District:
Midwest corridor cars remain in limbo, Aug 12
Northern Pacific:
The merger that worked, Jun 40-47
Railroads and national parks, From the Editor, Aug 4
Railroads and the national parks at 100, Aug 42-47
Reinvention, Apr 50-57
South Dakota success, Sep 28-35
Trip with a capital T, Nov 54-57 (correct)
O
Obituary:
Carmichael, Gil, May 13
Ohio Central:
Last chance for a ride, In My Own Words, Sep 56-58
Ohio Central Railroad engines at Port Washington, Ohio, Gallery, Oct 72
Once upon a time in southern Oregon, May 56-57
One rainy afternoon, Jul 48-49
Only at Olean, Jun 38-39
Ontario Northland:
Canadian rail passenger service, Map of the Month, Aug 32-33
Ontario Southland Railway:
Finding locomotive variety in 2016, Locomotive, May 18-19
Southern Ontario, 1951-2016, Map of the Month, May 38-39
Orangeville-Brampton:
Southern Ontario, 1951-2016, Map of the Month, May 38-39
Orlando Sunrail:
Regional service, national asset, Jul 28-35
OS, A Cabin, Sep 54-55
Paducah & Illinois Railroad:
The fastest route through nowhere, Mar 22-29
Palouse River & Coulee City Railroad:
Fielding new business, Dec 38-47 (correct)
Pan-Am:
Boxcars still matter, Apr 38-45
Passenger:
Algoma restart in trouble, Nov 23
All Aboard Florida becomes 'Brightline;' Feb 23
Amtrak at 45: time to reboot? Jun 20-21
Blanket statement, May 23
'Comets' lead to more 'San Joaquin,' Sep 20-21
'Empire Service' gains capacity, Apr 20-21
Finding speed for 'Piedmonts,' Feb 22-23
Food strategies seek sweet spot, Mar 20-21
Four heritage diners sidelined, Sep 21
Free coffee with this mug! Oct 23
Gulf Coast options outlined, Mar 21
Gulf Coast turns out for Amtrak, May 22-23
Quad Cities service not dead, Oct 23
Redefining 'on time,' Nov 22-23
Rocky Mountaineer turns over new GoldLeafs, Jul 21
Seeking path of least resistance, Aug 20-21
Small town stations in flux, Jul 20-21
Talgos attract attention, Dec 22-23
VIA adds 'Ocean' departures, Jan 21
Why fewer rode, Jan 20-21
XpressWest ousts Chinese partner, Sep 21
'Zephyr' gets its groove back, Oct 22-23
Penn Central:
Bring back Alfred Perlman, Sep 14-15
Freight on 4 percent, Dec 52-57 (correct)
The merger that worked, Jun 40-47
Presidential politics (minus railroads), Mar 12
Reinvention, Apr 50-57
Southern Ontario, 1951-2016, Map of the Month, May 38-39
Trail vs. rail, Jul 40-47
Trip with a capital T, Nov 54-57 (correct)
Pennsylvania Railroad:
Any track, any time, in either direction, In My Own Words, Jul 56-58
Coaling towers, Aug 34-41
Last chance for a ride, In My Own Words, Sep 56-58
Lindbergh Engine restored, Preservation, Jun 60
The merger that worked, Jun 40-47
NYC-Chicago passenger trains, Map of the Month, Apr 36-37
Only at Olean, Jun 38-39
Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore Lines train at Ashland, N.J., Gallery, Aug 73
PRR doodlebug moves for work, Preservation, Aug 60
Reinvention, Apr 50-57
Spiking over the switch, In My Own Words, Jun 56-58
Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore Lines:
NYC-Chicago passenger trains, Map of the Month, Apr 36-37
Pere Marquette:
Coaling towers, Aug 34-41
New River Train marks 50 years, Hot Spots, Oct 65 (correct)
Update for a Berk, Preservation, Aug 59
Phillips, Don, articles by:
Alas, poor Clinchfield, I knew ye well, Jan 10-11
Amtrak begins the road to recovery, Nov 10-11
Are we on the edge of something great? Jun 10-11
Avoiding a rail freight disaster, Jul 10-11
Coal is slowly declining, but railroads aren't, Oct 10-11
The fine art of omission, Sep 10-11
Is a 'new generation' ready to run Amtrak? May 10-11
Linda Morgan left us too soon, Feb 10-11
Looking for Amtrak's new boss, Mar 10
Memories and daydreams, Dec 12
The Northeast Corridor is a big money loser, Apr 12-13
The world's longest, deepest tunnel, Aug 10-11
Photo contest:
Lucky 7, TRAINS photo contest details, Oct 38
Water, TRAINS photo contest winners, Oct 38-47 (correct)
Pickens Railway:
Finding locomotive variety in 2016, Locomotive, May 18-19
Southern Ontario, 1951-2016, Map of the Month, May 38-39
Port Colborne Harbour:
Southern Ontario, 1951-2016, Map of the Month, May 38-39
Port Harbor:
St. Louis today, Map of the Month, Oct 48-49 (correct)
Port Stanley Terminal:
Southern Ontario, 1951-2016, Map of the Month, May 38-39
Portland & Western Railroad:
Train time at Summit, Nov 34-35
Positive Train Control:
NTSB: engineer at fault for 188 wreck, Aug 8-9
President signs PTC extension, Jan 13
Promise, politics, and problems, From the Editor, Jan 4
Seven feats for railroads in 2016, Jan 12

12  Trains
Powell, Eric, articles by:
Glazing over a clear topic, Technology, Jul 18
Indiana museum's rough road, Oct 9
Small companies, big affects, Technology, Jul 19
Preservation:
2-8-0, Geese set for narrow gauge event, Sep 61
AARPRC plans private car trip on Iowa Interstate, BNSF, Preservation, Feb 61
California teen saves McKeen motorcar, Jul 60
Cass fires up its Pacific Coast Shay, Sep 60
Cosmopolitan side of Colorado steam, Nov 61
'Daylight' No. 4449 steams once more, Feb 61
East Troy Electric Railroad opens new shop, Sep 61
How many places can do this? Jan 60-61
How UP got its steam back, Oct 60
Illinois Railway Museum acquires turntable, Aug 60
Lindbergh Engine restored, Jun 60
Model maker turns preservationist, Dec 62
More big steam is ahead, Apr 60
Narrow gauge festival, Sep 61
New home for a Nickel Plate jewel, Nov 60
New Nashville sound: steam, Jul 59
'New' steam in 2016, Feb 60
No. 9 is alive! Mar 60-61
PRR doodlebug moves for work, Aug 60
Putting the steam back in Steamtown, Mar 61
Southern Pacific No. 4449 honors Freedom Train's 40th anniversary, Dec 63
Southern Railway heritage on display, Aug 61
Steam returns to Western NC, Oct 61
Stormy visit to the Windy City, Sep 59
Texas: New steam oasis? May 60
Update for a Berk, Aug 59
USA Today readers pick their favorites, Oct 61
Wilmington & Western celebrates 50th anniversary, Dec 63
Wilmington & Western hosts 50th anniversary dinner train, Sep 61
Providence & Worcester Railroad:
Old Saybrook's four railroads, Hot Spots, Oct 64
Providence & Worcester acquires SD70M-2, Locomotive, Jun 17
Regional railroad loses independence, Nov 14
Reinvention, Apr 50-57
Pullman cars:
Gertrude Emma, Jan 32-35 (correct)
Pumphrey, Zach, article by:
Animal feed trains, Ask TRAINS, Nov 64

Q
Quebec, North Shore & Labrador:
Canadian rail passenger service, Map of the Month, Aug 32-33

R
Rail America:
Winning with a stacked deck, Apr 46-49
Rail renewal, Feb 28-35
Rail Runner Express:
North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37
(Railfan honeymoon, Jan 48-53)
Railroading for 60 years, Sep 22-25
Railroads and the national parks at 100, Aug 42-47
Railserve:
From Geeps to LEAFs, Locomotive, Aug 16-17
Reading:
Freedom Train: 40 years later, Sep 46-53 (correct)
More big steam is ahead, Preservation, Apr 60
New River Train marks 50 years, Hot Spots, Oct 65 (correct)
Trip with a capital T, Nov 54-57 (correct)
Reading & Northern:
More big steam is ahead, Preservation, Apr 60
Trip with a capital T, Nov 54-57 (correct)
Reading the lights, Jan 22-31 (correct)
Red rock rails, Jun 48-55
Regional service, national asset, Jul 28-35
Reinvention, Apr 50-57
Return to the land of the sky, Jul 38-39
Rewriting the playbook, Nov 46-53
Ride This Train! 2016 edition, a family railroad fun guide, May R-1-R-24
Rio Grande Southern:
2-8-0, Geese set for narrow gauge event, Preservation, Sep 61
'Mex' steam in 2016, Preservation, Feb 60
Rio Tinto:
Why you haven't seen driverless trains, Aug 14-15
R.J. Corman Railroad Group:
Local lessons, Oct 24-31
Rock Island Railroad:
Freedom Train: 40 years later, Sep 46-53 (correct)
Trip with a capital T, Nov 54-57 (correct)
When Alco outperformed EMD, In My Own Words, May 58-59
Rocky Mountaineer:
A foggy path, Aug 22-31
It takes more than scenery, Feb 48-57
Rocky Mountaineer turns over new GoldLeafs, Passenger, Jul 21
Roskoski, John, article by:
Dramatic Dunsmuir, Hot Spots, Mar 62-63
Routes of the Freedom Trains, Map of the Month, Sep 44-45 (correct)
Royal Gorge Scenic Railroad:
NRHS dreams of Denver, Hot Spots, Mar 63
Ruden, Bert J., article by:
Any track, any time, in either direction, In My Own Words, Jul 56-58
Sabine River & Northern Railroad:
Timber Rock's rocky road, Apr 30-35
San Antonio & Aransas Pass Railroad:
Mississippi revealing, Nov 38-43
San Diego, Cuyamaca & Eastern:
California teen saves McKeen motorcar, Preservation, Jul 60
Santa Fe:
Coaling towers, Aug 34-41
First impressions of an Alco PA, May 36-37
Freedom Train: 40 years later, Sep 46-53 (correct)
Local lessons, Oct 24-31
'New' steam in 2016, Preservation, Feb 60
Railroads and the national parks at 100, Aug 42-47
Santa Fe boxcar pedestrian bridge in Williams, Ariz., Gallery, Nov 74
South Dakota success, Sep 28-35
Timber Rock's rocky road, Apr 30-35
Trip with a capital T, Nov 54-57 (correct)
When a Brit came calling, Oct 50-57
The wide world of Watco, Apr 22-29 (correct)

S
Saratoga & North Creek Railway:
Trail vs. rail, Jul 40-47
Savannah, Americus & Montgomery Railway:
Winning with a stacked deck, Apr 46-49
Schauer, David, article by:
Gondola unit trains, Ask TRAINS, Aug 64
Schiller, Art, articles by:
Distributed power braking, Ask TRAINS, Sep 62
Fun in Fullerton, Hot Spots, Sep 64
Helper locomotive crews, Ask TRAINS, Jan 65
Speed restrictions during low visibility, Ask TRAINS, Mar 65
Schmidt, Brian, articles by:
'Alamo of Steam' article, Ask TRAINS, Aug 65
Annual rail events set 2017 dates, Hot Spots, Nov 63
Cabooses, Ask TRAINS, Apr 64
Diamond maintenance, Ask TRAINS, Jun 65
Distributed power in Ohio, Ask TRAINS, Jul 64
Foreign power restrictions, Ask TRAINS, Jun 65
Holiday trains set 2016 tour dates, Dec 65
Illinois railfan spot, Ask TRAINS, Jun 64-65
Local lessons, Oct 24-31
Low-level platforms, Ask TRAINS, Sep 63
Northern Alberta Railways, Ask TRAINS, Nov 65
"NYC" freight cars, Ask TRAINS, Mar 64-65
Presenters set for Summerail 2016, Hot Spots, Aug 63
Regional rail photo conference offered in Connecticut, Hot Spots, Aug 63
Soo Line legacy, Ask TRAINS, Aug 65
Switch heaters, Ask TRAINS, Nov 64-65
Track derailings, Ask TRAINS, May 65
Train watching in the Rose City, Hot Spots, Dec 64-65
Union stations, Ask TRAINS, Aug 64
Yes, Virginia Avenue, there is a new tunnel, Sep 12
Scott, Robert W., articles by:
North Dakota's unique short line, Hot Spots, Jul 62
Train time at Summit, Nov 34-35
www.TrainsMag.com
Swiss Federal Railways:
Nothing 'boring' here, Jul 12-13
Swiss Federal Railways EMU trainset in western Switzerland, Gallery, Feb 74

T

Tacoma Municipal Belt:
NRHS dreams of Denver, Hot Spots, Mar 63

Technology:
Bombardier secures two transit projects, Jan 19
Brake test proposal draws opposition, Dec 21
Can't believe it's not coal, Sep 19
CTC Inc. awarded contract with Denton County Transportation Authority, Jan 19
Digital mapmaking for emergencies, May 21
FAA requires drone operators to register aircraft, Mar 19
FRA blames broken rail for CSX crash, Jan 19
Glazing over a clear topic, Jul 18
HollySys will install train protection equipment in China, Mar 19
The importance of being detailed, Aug 18
Inconveniently frozen truth, Jan 18
Look what's in a right-of-way, Feb 20
Metro seeks safety technology grant from FRA, Aug 19
Mobile ticketing gets boost, Mar 19
A pain in the abutment, Jun 18
Protran to install tracking systems on CSX equipment, Aug 19
Robot yard worker debuts in Texas, Jun 19
Rockwell Collins offers shortline PTC, Aug 19
Security tests are more than hot air, Nov 21
Small companies, big affects, Jul 19
St. Louis short line signs PTC contract with Wabtec, Aug 19
Steam tech for the 21st century, May 20
System logs in-cab cell calls, Mar 19
Tracking cars, learning lessons, Dec 20-21
Wabtec to install PTC on Metra, Mar 19
What you didn't know about railroad frogs, Oct 20-21
Wheel-Rail Interaction conference, May 20
When the railroad speaks, Sep 18
Wi-Tronix to install in-cab information systems, Aug 19
X-rays see through tie problems, Mar 18

Telizyn, Adrian, article by:
Wake up! In My Own Words, Apr 58-59
Tennessee Central Railroad:
New Nashville sound: steam, Preservation, Jul 59

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis:
St. Louis short line signs PTC contract with Wabtec, Technology, Aug 19
St. Louis today, Map of the Month, Oct 48-49 (correct)

Texas & Pacific:
Freedom Train: 40 years later, Sep 46-53 (correct)
Texas & Pacific train at Sweetwater, Texas, Gallery, Jul 73
Texas: New steam oasis? Preservation, May 60
Thorpoe, J. Craig, article by:
The Budd car chronicles, Jul 50-53 (correct)
Thunder Mountain Line:
The state of the railway preservation industry, May 24-31
Timber Rock Railroad:
Timber Rock’s rocky road, Apr 30-35
Tomasic, Kevin N., article by:
One rainy afternoon, Jul 48-49

Trahan, Tyler, article by:
While the city sleeps, Oct 32-37
Trail vs. rail, Jul 40-47
Train time at Summit, Nov 34-35

Trains’ preservation grant:
Details, Preservation, Nov 61

Trains’ grant will help restore Western Maryland Scenic No. 1309, Feb 13
Transcon mergers, Jun 24-33
TransKentucky Transportation:
TransKentucky Transportation GE U28B at Maysville, Ky., Gallery, May 74

Tri-Rail:
North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37 (correct)

Trinity Railway Express:
North American commuter rail, Map of the Month, Jul 36-37 (correct)
Trip with a capital T, Nov 54-57 (correct)

Tshiuetin Rail Transportation:

Canadian rail passenger service, Map of the Month, Aug 32-33

Ulster & Delaware Railroad:
Trail vs. rail, Jul 40-47

Union Pacific:
2-mile trains trending, Jun 22-29

Big railroads hold steady on big jobs, Apr 10
Brake test proposal draws opposition, Technology, Dec 21
Burnham Shops are history, May 13
Cajon Pass off-limits after fire, Nov 12
Coal: A twisted future, Mar 40-47
Coal is slowly declining, but railroads aren’t, Oct 10-11
Coaling towers, Aug 34-41
‘Comets lead to more ‘San Joaquis,’ Passenger, Sep 20-21
Commuter rail FrontRunner, Jul 22-27
Crude’ move in Oregon, Aug 13
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